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The Songs of Cyril Scott
A composer who writes songs arguably allows us into a very personal side of his or her
character. An instrumental composition gives us access to a composer’s imagination
and invention as far as the composer chooses to let us see, but a song shows a
composer’s highly personal response to a text – we hear how the composer reacts to
another facet of creativity. We are not confined to the composer’s own thoughts, and
the best songs take us into a composer’s creative mind.

But sometimes practicalities get in the way. Cyril Scott’s songs tend to fall into one of
two camps – those he had to write, and those he chose to write. Elkin, the publisher,
took him on, but Scott wrote, in his second autobiography, Bone of Contention, that
Elkin ‘stipulated that I should write a certain number of piano-pieces and songs every
year, with the result that I composed far too many, and seeing that they deflected
attention from my more serious works, I have little doubt that contributed to my
undoing.’ Some of these various short, light pieces, do show signs of being churned out,
and Scott’s reputation has suffered as a result, but he was being hard on himself: on the
one hand, they enabled him to live; on the other, they gave him an opportunity to
develop his harmonic language and, at least in part, to learn his trade.

Cyril Meir Scott was born on the 27 September 1879 in Cheshire, in the north-west of
England, in the quiet, affluent village of Oxton, the other side of the river Mersey from
Liverpool. His father, present yet absent, by day worked in Liverpool in the shipping
business, but morning and evening studied biblical Greek. His mother was deeply
religious, but did not care for high church ceremony and ritual. Scott’s view of his
mother affected his largely deprecatory view of all women, the Church and religion, but
he was also greatly influenced in his views by various older men – Hans Lüthy in
England, Thomas Holland-Smith and later Stefan George in Germany, amongst others

– who subsequently became dedicatees of some of his songs. He was a highly-strung and
very sensitive child and developed wide-ranging interests, including writing poetry, and
writing on health and alternative medicine, theosophy and the occult. These were not
the contrasts they might seem, but were unified by his belief in considering the whole
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The Valley of Silence
Ernest Dowson
What land of Silence,
Where pale stars shine
On apple-blossom
And dew-drenched vine
Is yours and mine?

The silent valley
That we will find,-
Where all the voices
Of human kind
Are left behind.

There all forgetting,
Forgotten quite,
We will repose us,
With our delight
Hid out of sight.
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The world forsaken,
And out of mind
Honour and labour,
We shall not find,
The stars unkind.

And men shall travail,
And laugh and weep;
But we have vistas
Of gods asleep,
With dreams as deep.

A land of Silence,
Where pale stars shine
On apple-blossoms
And dew-drenched vine,
Be yours and mine!
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person, and also in living the life of an artist as he perceived it: his motto ‘Unity in
Diversity’ is carved on his tombstone.

It seems extraordinary, though far-sighted, for his parents to have packed him off to the
Hoch Conservatory, Frankfurt, for eighteen months, when he was only twelve, sending
him into what was must surely have been largely the unknown; even though his mother
went with him (taking his sister too, who was to study in a nearby town), she stayed only
until they were settled. There, Scott studied piano with Lazzaro Uzielli, and had a few
unsatisfactory composition lessons with Engelbert Humperdinck. Back in England, he
found Oxton generally rather parochial, and when he was sixteen, he returned to
Frankfurt, having decided by now that he wanted to be a composer rather than a
pianist; this time he studied with Ivan Knorr, who took care that his students should
retain their originality and not model themselves on his own style. Scott met other
English-speaking students at Frankfurt, among them Percy Grainger, Roger Quilter,
Balfour Gardiner and Norman O’Neill, the five collectively known as the Frankfurt
group, though they were not all at Frankfurt at the same time. He retained his
friendships with all of them, especially that with Grainger. These formative years and
experiences developed his concepts of how an artist should behave and above all, how
an artist should feel. He carried through his style even into how he decorated the places
where he lived: windows, for example, would be covered or altered so as to look like
arched church windows, these being more aesthetically pleasing than ordinary windows.

His compositional style reflected the colour and richness of his ideas. The songs on this
CD cover a period from his early 20s to when he was about 40, though he probably
wrote songs into his fifties; there are also songs he wrote in his teens, but these remain
in manuscript. He had favourite poets – Dowson’s fin-de-siècle worldweariness
appealed greatly, and Scott set his poetry more often than that of any other poet – but
he took texts from many. Some were distinctly banal, but they nevertheless allowed him
freedom to set the sense and meaning behind the texts, so that the words became a
trigger and thereafter served their purpose. The overall sound is rich and highly
chromatic.
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The six Dowson songs included here (two of them framing the programme) show Scott
in many moods, from the perhaps predictable A Valediction and the simple, almost
Quilterian Sorrow, the nostalgic and dreamy Valley of Silence, the richly chromatic,
magnificent and mature Love’s Aftermath showing Scott’s distinctive voice at its best,
to the plangent chords of Pierrot and the Moon Maiden (note the delicate
decorations in the piano part, and the swaying 5/8 rhythms) and the magical, hazy,
piano interludes of Meditation, whose words were set by many others too. Scott was
plagued by the label ‘the English Debussy’, and was judged thus rather than on his own
terms – but in fine songs such as this, the comparison is easy to understand. The song
is marked ‘Andante semplice’ – in a simple style – but it is by no means a simple song.
Love’s Aftermath has a Straussian complexity of harmony, free rhythms, and shifting
chords that match the anguish in the words.

He knew many of those whose works appeared in The Yellow Book, including poets such
as Rosamund Marriott Watson; he was almost the only one to set her texts and they
inspired some very fine songs. Three are included here: The Unforeseen, which
contrasts a simple vocal line, with calm, harmonically rich chords, Autumn’s Lute, in
which Scott has created a remarkable soundworld, with a spareness often found in
settings of Blake poems, and the haunting Night-Song, a mature song, with a fluid,
almost improvisatory character; the flowing compound rhythms perhaps indicate the
gentle sighing wind. The tonal instability at the start of Autumn’s Lute and the triplet
rhythms at the words ‘Follow now’ evoke a sense of dancing sprites, who seem not
entirely benevolent.

Christina Rossetti’s poems, popular with many composers, are represented by Lullaby
and Looking Back, a less distinguished setting, but still atmospheric. The former, with
voice and piano beautifully matched, is one of Scott’s best-known songs, lyrical and
strangely haunting, and is found in arrangements for other instruments. Scott also set
a poem by her elder brother Dante Gabriel, An Old Song Ended, a somewhat
self-indulgent setting beginning with Ophelia’s words from Hamlet.

Many of the others were settings of distinctly unremarkable poets, but are well-crafted,
and some far transcend their texts. Daffodils, like The Watchman, has unexpected
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The twilight of poor love: we can but part,
Dumbly and sadly, reaping as we sow,
Love's aftermath.

Looking Back  Christina Rossetti
Looking back along life's trodden way
Gleams and greenness linger on the track,
Distance melts and mellows all to-day,
Looking back.

Rose and purple and a silvery grey -
Is that cloud, the cloud we called so black -
Evening harmonizes all to-day,
Looking back.

Foolish feet so prone to halt and stray,
Foolish heart so restive on the rack,
Yesterday we sighed, but not to-day,
Looking back.

Meditation  Ernest Dowson
They are not long, the weeping and the laughter,
Love and desire and hate,
I think they have no portion in us after
We pass the gate.

They are not long, the days of wine and roses,
Out of a misty dream
Our path emerges for a while, then closes
Within a dream.

An old song ended
Dante Gabriel Rossetti (1828-1882)

"How should I your true love know
From another one?"

"By his cockle-hat and staff,
And his sandal shoon."

"And what signs have told you now
That he hastens home?"
"Lo the Spring is nearly gone,
He is nearly come."

"For a token is there nought,
Say, that he should bring -?"

"He will bear a ring I gave,
And another ring."

"How may I, when he shall ask,
Tell him who lies there?"
"Nay, but leave my face unveiled,
And unbound my hair."

"Can you say to me some word
I shall say to him?"

"Say I'm looking in his eyes,
Though my eyes are dim."
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A Lost Love  Herbert Giles from the Chinese
Too late, alas! I came to find
  the lovely spring had fled,
Yet must I not regret the days
  of youth that now are dead.

For though the rosy buds of spring
  the cruel winds have laid,
Behold the clustering fruit that hangs
  beneath the leafy shade!

Night-Song  Rosamund Marriott Watson
Who is it sings the gypsies' song to-night
To muted strings
Deep in the linden shade beyond the light,
My casement flings?

Can it be Death who sings. Ah no, not he,
Foe he is old,-
His voice is like the murmur of the sea,
When light grows cold.

Who is it sings once more, once more again
The gypsy song?-
Song of the open road, the starry plain
Estranged so long.

Come to the woods, come for the woods
are green,

The sweet airs blow
The hawthorn boughs the forest boles

between
Are white as snow.

The wet leaves stir; the dim trees dream again
Of vanished Springs:-
Out in the night, out in the slow, soft rain,
My lost youth sings.

Sorrow  Ernest Dowson
Exceeding sorrow
Consumeth my sad heart!
Because to-morrow
We must depart;
Now is exceeding sorrow all my part.

Give over playing,
Cast thy violets away
Merely laying
Thine head my way
Prithee give over playing, grave or gay.

Forget to-morrow,
Weep nothing, only lay
In silent sorrow
Thine head my way,
Let us forget to-morrow this one day.

Love's Aftermath  Ernest Dowson
Love's aftermath! I think the time is now
That we must gather in, alone, apart
The saddest crop of all the crops that grow,
Love's aftermath.
Ah, sweet, - sweet yesterday, the tears
 that start
Can not put back the dial, this is, I trow,
Our harvesting! Thy kisses chill my heart,
Our lips are cold; averted eyes avow
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twists, and some beautiful touches in the piano part (perhaps the staccato chords depict
nodding flowers), and is, for once, not unduly demanding on the singer. It was one of
Scott’s most popular songs, as was the sweet and innocent Don’t Come in, Sir,
Please!, whose coyness belies its craftsmanship; this is not, however, a song typical of
Scott’s style. The Watchman is hypnotic in its use of melody over two oscillating piano
chords, rising to a powerful climax when dawn arrives.

The switching from major to minor – often within the bar – in Lovely Kind and Kindly
Loving, subtly reflects the song’s title though the harmonies are otherwise somewhat
predictable, while the gently conversational and extremely effective Sundown contrasts
two textures within the piano part: swaying motifs with delicately decorative mordents,
and sustained chords. In a Fairy Boat and the relatively late Water-Lilies are
straightforward enough, and Scotch Lullabye, to words by Walter Scott, has some
mildly dissonant chords in the piano interludes, to disturb the flow, as if the mother is
saying ‘hush’ to her child; tonic-dominant pedal notes give a Scottish flavour, and in
the minor section, the voice is crucial in determining the tonality. A Lost Love, as with
The Unforeseen, contrasts a quiet, still vocal line with a light, distinctly cheeky, piano
part.

The musical ‘cuckoos’ in Spring Song are amusing, and the contrasting textures of
voice and piano are well balanced; this is a setting of Scott’s own words, as are Voices
of Vision and Willows, a pair of songs, the latter rather less original than the former.
Willows nevertheless uses – as with many of the accompaniments – the full range of the
piano very effectively and with a sense of movement to depict the swaying trees; it was
published by Elkin and also by Schott, with a German translation. Voices of Vision is
much more powerful, strongly impressionistic in style, and it begins with what is to all
intents and purposes a piano solo; as with very many of Scott’s songs, the extreme
angularity of the sweeping vocal line follows, roughly, the natural spoken inflection of
words, albeit exaggerated – a way of writing that frequently makes considerable
technical demands on the singer.
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A few of Scott’s songs became extraordinarily popular: they undoubtedly overshadowed
the rest of his work, and affected the reception of his work – and they are not typical of
his output. In many of his songs, he explored and developed his harmonic language,
and set the mood and character of the text, so that the best can be explored at many
levels. Some of them seem simple, but hide, as Edmund Rubbra, a composer and a
student of Scott, put it, ‘a good deal of artifice’. Repeated listenings allow their richness
of detail to sink in, and they become more and more rewarding.

© 2018 Valerie Langfield

Valerie Langfield is a contributor to The Cyril Scott Companion: Unity in Diversity,
edited by Lewis Foreman, Desmond Scott and Leslie De’Ath, and published by
Boydell & Brewer.

Pierrot and the Moon Maiden
Ernest Dowson (1867-1900)
THE MAIDEN, questioning him from
a little book
What is Love?
Is it a folly,
Is it mirth, or melancholy?
Joys above,
Are there many, or not any?
What is love?

PIERROT, answering in a humble attitude
of scholarship
If you please,
A most sweet folly!
Full of mirth and melancholy;
Both of these!
In its sadness worth all gladness,
If you please!

THE MAIDEN
Prithee where,
Goes love a-hiding?
Is he long in his abiding
Anywhere?
Can you bind him when you find him;
Prithee, where?

PIERROT
With spring days,
Love comes and dallies:
Upon the mountains, through the valleys,
Lie Love's ways;
Then he leaves you, and deceives you
In spring days.
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Autumn's Lute
Rosamund Marriott Watson (1860-1911)
Autumn's melancholy lute
Calls so clear and calls so sweet,
Through the forest brown and mute,
Down the white-walled village street.
Follow now, oh follow now!
Burns the leaf upon the bough;
Cross the mountains hoar and old,
To the land of sunset gold.

Autumn's lute sounds low and clear,
Autumn's melancholy lute,
Follow here, oh follow here!
Over woods and meadows mute.
Come away, oh come away!
Sundown calls you home from day;
Night is near and earth grows cold,
Follow through the sunset gold.

A Valediction  Ernest Dowson
If we must part,
Then let it be like this;
Not heart on heart,
Nor with the useless anguish of a kiss;
But touch my hand and say:

"Until to-morrow or some other day,
If we must part".

Words are so weak
When love hath been so strong:
Let silence speak:

"Life is a little while, and love is long;
A time to sow and reap,

And after harvest a long time to sleep,
[But words are weak]."
last line of the poem omitted by Scott

Lullaby  Christina Rossetti (1830-1894)
Lullaby, oh, lullaby!
Flowers are closed and lambs are sleeping;
Lullaby, lullaby!
While the birds are silence keeping,
Lullaby, oh, lullaby!
Sleep, my baby, fall a-sleeping,
Lullaby, oh, lullaby!

The Unforseen
Rosamund Marriott Watson
How could I dream a day would ever dawn,
How could I dream the day would dawn,
 indeed,
When daffodils should glisten on the lawn,
And I not heed ?

How strange it seems to think I never knew
That one day Spring's first breath should
 thrill the air,
Brown furrows shine beneath the rain-
 washed blue,
And I not care.

How could I tell a long-remembered voice
Might stir grey sorrow from her wintry
 sleep,
I did not dream the song-thrush would
 rejoice,
And I but weep.
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Voices of Vision  Cyril Scott
These are the voices from the vale of twilight hours
On the unending solitude their invocations fall.
They have no meaning, bear no sense at all.
Yet to their land of shadows they forever call.
And yet forever call.

Kind are the voices from the vale of twilight hours,
In their mystic canticles your shadow sighs unknown.
I feel your fragrance, breathe your kiss alone,
And yet the darkened weariness of night is prone
To leave you for mine own.

These are the kisses from the vale of twilight hours.
In the unceasing lassitude your dreamy voice resounds,
It is not colder, Yet its thought surrounds
My soul that in the darkness faints, And yet abounds,
With passion that expounds.

These misty voices from the vale of twilight hours

Sundown
Dorothy Grenside (1882-1966)
Silently the day
Her song over
Waits the coming grey
Dusk, her lover.

Amethyst and gold
Are the sun's gift,
Ere the night-wings fold
And the stars lift.

Silver and pearl-pale,
The fading light
Mirrors a cloud veil
'Tween day and night.

Stilled is the earth fair
With quiet sod,
Communing in prayer
Blessed by her God.

Silently the day
Her song over
Meets the coming grey
Dusk, her lover.
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Daffodils  Ella Erskine
In the yellow daffodils
Sunshine seems to dwell -
O ye golden daffodils
Glowing in the dell.

Tell me, tell me daffodils
Does he love me well?
Golden glowing daffodils
Loves he Asphodel?

If he loves me daffodils
Ring your golden bells,
Breathe sweet greetings o'er the hills,
Guide him through the dells.

Daffodils, sweet daffodils,
Should he be untrue,
Bow your heads my daffodils
While I weep with you.

Spring Song  Cyril Scott
Beneath the wind-wearied skies,
Cuckoo! Cuckoo!
Mid the silence of the morn-sweet avenue
The Spring's voice cries,
And all my soul cries too
In glowing unity;
Cuckoo! Cuckoo! Cuckoo!
Cries with these so tireless tones in
 love-knit harmony;
This soul, who now at last from Winter's
 weary bed may rise
And hark to you,

Cuckoo!
Bestower of far dreams
That call in memory's hidden heart anew,
Cuckoo! Cuckoo!
As Springtide streams
From skies
Of endless blue.

Don't Come In, Sir, Please!
Herbert Giles (1845-1935) from the Chinese
Don't come in, sir, please!
Don't break my willow-trees!
Not that that would very much grieve me;
But, alack-a-day!
What would my parents say?
And love you as I may,
I cannot bear to think what that would be.

Don't cross my wall, sir, please!
Don't spoil my mulb'ry-trees!
Not that that would very much grieve me;
But, alack-a-day!
What would my brothers say?
And love you as I may,
I cannot bear to think what that would be.

Keep outside, sir, please!
Don't spoil my sandal-trees!
Not that that would very much grieve me;
But, alack-a-day!
What the world would say!
And love you as I may,
I cannot bear to think what that would be.
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Willows  Cyril Scott
These mournful trees caressed in the
 Ancient poets dreams,
That weep their green unending tears
 along the silent streams.
Christened by the waste waters sighing
 in  the breeze.
Willows weeping, wailing, where the world
 lulls at ease.
Willows weeping, wailing. Nature's sorrow
 stricken trees.

Maidens stray along the daisied banks and
 sigh and sing.
Plucking from the daisied grass the dainty
 buds of Spring.
Where the lovers clasp hands and wend
 their flow'ry ways.
Willows weeping, wailing at the words
 they say.
Willows weeping wantonly because the
 world is gay.

And they are sad and grey.

In a Fairy Boat
Bernard Weller (1870-1943)
In a fairy boat on a fairy sea,
All amber and gold, I used to float
When never a wind rose stormily;
In a fairy boat.

And sweet and sad like a white dove's note,
Strange voices waken'd my soul to glee,
And soft scents stray'd from the violets' throat.

In a fairy boat I shall no more be,
For gloom has fallen on creek and moat,
And my tired soul's too heavy to flee
In a fairy boat.

Lovely kind, and kindly loving
Nicholas Breton (c.1545-c.1626)
Lovely kind and kindly loving,
Such a heart were worth moving,
Truly fair and fairly true,
Where are all these but in you?

Wisely kind and kindly wise,
Blessed life, where such love lies,
Wise and fair and kind and true,
Lovely live all these in you.

Sweetly dear and dearly sweet,
Blessed where these blessings meet,
Sweet, fair, wise, kind, blessed, true,
Blessed be all these in you!
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Scotch Lullabye  Walter Scott (1771-1832)
O, hush thee, my babie, thy sire was a knight,
Thy mother a lady, both lovely and bright;
The woods and the glens, from the towers
 which we see,
They are all belonging, dear babie, to thee.

O, fear not the bugle, though loudly it blows,
It calls but the warders that guard thy  repose;
Their bows would be bended, their blades
 would be red,
Ere the step of a foeman draws near to thy bed.

O, hush thee, my babie, the time soon will
 come,
When thy sleep shall be broken by trumpet
 and drum;
Then hush thee, my darling, take rest while
 you may,
For strife comes with manhood, and waking
 with day.

The Watchman
Jean Hyacinth Hildyard

"Watchman, what of the night?"

"The clouds lie low.
There is no softening light,
No break within the black surrounding wall;
Day will not come, tho' all mankind should
call,
Until the time be ripe:
Sleep."

"Watchman, what of the night?"

"The west grows clear,
Darkness doth make its flight.
A mist creeps up above the restless sea,
Enshrouding all the land in mystery,
Yet is the night not past:
Sleep."

"Watchman, what of the night?"

"Day is at hand.
The red sun springs to might.
A trumpet call resounds upon my ear,
Awake, awake, for all the world must hear,
Now is the long night past.
Awake!"

Water-Lilies
Patrick Joseph O'Reilly (1877-1924)
To the dim pool, where water-lilies nest,
Fragrant and cool fare the breezes o' the
 night,
And when they kiss the lilies unto rest
They softly steal away on footsteps light.

And thro' the night the moon keeps watch
 above
With eyes of silver sheen and faery beams,
Until the Dawn, when birds with songs of
 love
Awake the drowsy lilies from their dreams.
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